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About This Content

Customize your truck with your country flag! A choice of four unique paint jobs will come handy if you feel you need to show
your affiliation...

Bratislava Sights

Slovak Flag Decal

Lightning over the Tatras

Slovak Flag

All of these themes are applicable to any in-game truck except for 8x4 chassis configurations.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Hard Drive: 3 GB available space
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euro truck simulator 2 - slovak paint jobs pack

If you are reading this do not get happy room because you can't uninstall it.. Neat little game! It's something you can beat in less
than an hour, but for $0.99 it's still a pleasant series of puzzles yknow?

The concept of the game makes it similar to games like Akin - you have to draw one continuous line through all the tiles. Simple
concept, but I like that LineWay introduces new gameplay elements every 10 puzzles or so to freshen things up.

If you want a minimalist puzzle experience that's soothing, short, and sweet without getting too repetitive, this game does just
the trick!

(I also just love how you connect the tiles by dragging out one continuous line, and the little sounds it makes when you let go,
and the whole thing shrinks back to the original tile. It's a cute effect!). This game is so unfinnished and buggy that you spend
half of the time falling trough unloaded textures. And on top of all the gameplay isnt anything to write home about either. 0/10.
This game is brokeng. Just simply broken. There is nothing I have enjoyed about this game so far. Nothing works and
everything is just out to annoy you, not scare you. Out of all my play time I have spent 80% restarting the game because
lighthouse door is gliched shut and it won't let me to continue.. Quite weird game even for an \u2018indie\u2019 one. Devs
didnt lied about inspiration by old Famikon (NES) games and really made decent old-school game. At the same time, its both an
advantage and disadvantage because Neon Hardcorps:

1) very short - its possible to beat all six campaign levels for just 15-20 minutes or even less, if you want just to complete game
without breaking stuff and maximizing score,

2) even with small RPG system, six weapons and three different types of levels Neon Hardcorps too simple not just for a PC
game but for any alternative old-school games or even Famikon one \u2013 good old Contra which may be freely played this
days via emulators much more diverse and hardcore,

3) game slightly buggy and feels unfinished, sandbox mode broken for me and it seems impossible to save campaign progress at
all.

Wanna know why I still thumbed up this game? Well\u2026because buying this game feels like inserting coin into arcade
machine \u2013 you spent just few cents for a few minutes of fun, quite fair exchange. I bought Neon Hardcorps via
\u2018Back in Time bundle\u2019 on sale for 24 cents thus spending just 8 cents on it, so its literally impossible to write
negative review on a game which cost less then a cup of coffee altogether with two other games.
. Old school concept executed very poorly....

- Buggy as heck (too many bugs to list)
- AI that lacks the "I"
- Annoying camera views (lots of attacks come from beyond your field of view)
- Save often because if you run out of energy\/fuel then game over

If you get to use the 90% off coupon and buy this for 20 cents then you BARELY get your money's worth >.<. Made me feel
like a pro gamer

10\/10 would feel like a pro gamer again. I might as well go play Roblox.. Quite good but I think its not up-to the mark... It has
blurry visuals which sometimes make it hard to pick out helpful elements in busy squares, hence leading to some missteps... :3

Gameplay and idea is good but in Build mode it suffers from the fuzzy graphics...
As i got it for free so i would recommend it, but 10$ for it is overpriced...
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I bought this Dlc as a meme but got roasted and now i wanna kms :(. missing the charm of the other 2 holy potatoes games IMO,
it didn't really impress me in any way.. You truly can't judge a book by it's cover. Don't let this game deceive you. At first you
see cute little goats and have a peaceful flute for menu music, but once you boot up this game cause punishment on levels that
reminded me of dark souls. The only thing that will kill you here is yourself. Controls are perfectly responsive, but the capability
of controlling two characters while going through a platform course will give a satisfying challenge. The game has seamless
controller support which is great. I'm using a DS3 with the SCP drivers and it worked perfect.

Nearly 40 poor goats have died and I'm still only on level 5. The game has fun music some tracks reminded me of sonic for
some reason. Tons of collectable and fun side stuff like trading cards.

This is a very fun little polished game. Definitely worth a try!

P.S. DID I MENTION YOU CAN DRESS UP THE GOATS!!. I've played a fair bit of ETS2 but I fancied something a bit
more focussed on the parking/reversing - something to sharpen up those skills more than ETS2 does - and this game is
EXACTLY that.

By the time you've cleared a dozen levels here, you'll be parking in ETS2 from the cab view with no worries - some of the
parking requires fierceome skills and the time limits for the top rewards require breakneck speed and accuracy.

But even if you just complete the levels you'll have learned something useful - you'll get more parking bonuses in ETS2!!

. Very strange, slow, unfriendly to a novice gamer. Not interesting.
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